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The very short proof of 4.1 depends on the nontrivial result of

Hewitt and Zuckerman [3, Theorem 8.10] that a proper if-semigroup

always has a semicharacter / such that 0</<l. The use of this fact

is avoided in the following argument, suggested by the referee: let G

be a linear semigroup, H its group of quotients, and G' the set of x

in H such that xnÇ.G for some n<E.N- In addition to being positively

ordered and archimedean, G' is also naturally ordered and hence, by

a theorem of Holder and Huntington (see [l]), G' is isomorphic to a

subsemigroup of R+; so is G.
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REPRESENTATIVE SETS AND DIRECT SUMS

ROBERT RYAN1

1. Let (X, A, ß) be a complete measure space and denote by N the

collection of all locally /¿-null subsets of X, i.e., EÇ.N if and only if

ß(EC\F) = 0 for all /¿-summable sets F. For E and F in A we write

E = F if and only if EAFEN where EAF=(E-F)VJ(F-E). The
relation E=F is clearly an equivalence relation.

J. von Neumann showed that if /t is cr-finite there exists a mapping

p of A into A with the following properties:

(1) p(E)=E;
(2) E= F implies p(E)=p(F);

(3) p(0) = 0, p(X) = X (0 = the empty set) ;
(4) p(E^F)=p(E)np(F);

(5) p(£UF)=p(£)Up(y7).
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However, von Neumann's published proof in [3] applies only when

X = Rn and ¡x is the Lebesgue measure. An independent proof for a

general ^-finite measure space was later given by D. Maharam [2].

By a still different proof, using Banach algebra methods, A. and C.

Ionescu Tulcea showed in [l] that the result also holds when X is

locally compact and p is a positive Radon measure.

When this result holds we will say that (X, A, p) has property (M).

The purpose of this note is to show that property (M) is equivalent to

X being the direct sum of ju-summable subsets { Ya: ctÇzA } plus pos-

sibly a locally ¿i-null set. §2 contains some preliminary remarks on the

contraction of ju and direct sums. §3 contains the main result. For

further results about the material in §2 we refer to the paper by

A. C. Zaanen [5]. In this connection we also mention I. E. Segal's

fundamental paper on localizable spaces [4]. The author wishes to

thank the referee for several useful suggestions incorporated in this

paper.

2. The contraction of ß is defined on A by lic(E) = sup ß(F) over

all FQE with fi(F) < co. It can easily be shown that pc is a measure

on A and that the /ic-measurable subsets of X are just the ju-measura-

ble subsets A, i.e., the Carathéodory extension of uc yields no new

iic-measurable sets. A set EGA is juc-null if and only if E is locally

/i-null. Thus, the space (X, A, /xc) is complete if and only if {X, A, u)

is complete. This proves the following:

Lemma 1. (X, A, ¡x) has property (M) if and only if (X, A, juc) has

property (M).

We will say that X is a direct sum of ¿i-summable sets { Ya: ctÇzA }

whenever X— F=UaGA Y„, where Y is either a locally ju-null set with

ju(F)= oo or Y=0, where the sets { Ya\ are mutually disjoint fx-

summable sets with positive p-measure and where every ¿t-summable

set E is the union, except for a ju-null set, of at most a countable

number of the sets {Ef\ Ya}.

We will assume that ß(X)?i0 and that X contains some /x-sum-

mable set with positive measure. Thus, if X is a direct sum then A is

not empty.

Lemma 2. X is a direct sum of ¡x-summable sets if and only if X is a

direct sum of fic-summable sets.

Proof. Suppose that X is a direct sum of ju-summable sets

{F«:aG-4}. Then Y = X-[)aEA Ya is a po-null set. By adding Y,

which may be empty, to some set Ya¡¡ we have that X=(Ua^a0 Ya)

KJ(YaoyJY) is a direct sum of /xc-summable sets.
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Now, assume that X is a direct sum X = \JaeA Xa of /tc-summable

sets {Xa:aÇ.A}. (The set Y does not appear since locally /¿c-null

sets are /¿c-null.) By Lemma 10.1 of [5] there exists for each olÇlA

a ju-summable set Ya(ZXa such that ß(Ya) =ßc(Xa). Thus Xa— Ya is

locally /¿-null. If Xa happens to be /¿-summable we choose Ya = Xa

otherwise we have ß(Xa — Ya) = ». Theorem 8.6 of [5] implies that

F=U„ex (Xa — Ya) is measurable and /¿c-null. Hence Y is locally

/¿-null and/¿(F) = » or Y—0.

Let E be any /¿-summable subset of X. Then E is /¿c-summable and

ß(E)=ßc(E). By hypothesis there exists a countable number of sets

a = on, a2, ■ • ■ such that /tc(£-U;°_i (Ei\Xai))=0. Since ß(EC\Ya)

= ßc(EC\Xa) we have

Je - u (En Ya,)\ = »Je - u (Enxat)\ = o.

This proves that X is a direct sum of /t-summable sets { Ya: a(E.A \.

3. We can now state and prove the main result:

Theorem. (X, A, /¿) has property (M) if and only if X is a direct

sum of ß-summable sets { Ya: a£:A }.

Proof. From Lemmas 1 and 2 we can see that the statement of the

theorem is equivalent to the following statement: (X, A, /¿c) has

property (M) if and only if X is a direct sum of the /¿c-summable sets

¡J„: aÇzA }. This is the statement we will prove.

Suppose that X = Uae¿ Xa is a direct sum of /¿c-summable sets. By

the result of D. Maharam [2] there exists for each a^A a mapping

Pa of AHI« into AC\Xa satisfying (l)-(5). Using in general the

axiom of choice, choose such a pa for each aG4. Define p on A by

p(E) = Uoex Pa(EC\Xa). It is a consequence of Theorem 8.6 of [4]

that p (E) is measurable and that /¿c [p (E)AE ] = 0. Thus p satisfies ( 1 ) ;

p clearly satisfies (2)-(5).

To prove the other half of the theorem we assume that (X, A, /¿c)

has the property (M). Let p be one of the mappings of A into A

satisfying (l)-(5). Let E* denote the class of all sets FGA such that

ßc(EAF) =0. Following Zaanen [5, p. 178] we consider all collections

ÍF= {X*} corresponding to sets XaGA for which 0<ßc(Xa) < » and

ßc(XanXa>) =0 for ciT^a'. The assumption that X contains some /i-

summable set with positive measure implies that the family {if} is

not empty. The family {SF} is partially ordered by inclusion and it is

clear that every chain has a least upper bound. Thus, by Zorn's

lemma there exists a maximal element. Let <Sm= \X*:aÇzA } be a

fixed maximal element.
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Consider the sets p(Xtt). For each a G A, 0<pc[p(Xa)] < «3 and

p(Xa)r\p(Xa.) =p(XanXa,)=0lora^a' by (3). If E is an arbitrary

jUc-summable set then by Theorem 8.4 of [4], pc[Er\p(Xa)]>0 for

an at most countable number of indices a = ai, a2, • • • and

luJ-E-U,"-! (Er\p(Xai))]=0. This shows that

\x - U ,Er\\x- u P(xa) = E-   U   [£Hp(Xa)]
a£4

is a subset of a juc-null set for each /¿„-summable set E. Since (X, A, pc)

is assumed to be complete, this proves that X — \JaeA p(Xa) is a/v-null

set and hence measurable. Now write Zao = p(Xa¡¡)VJ[X — Ua6¿ piXJ]

and Za = p(Xa) for «t^cko. Then it is clear that X = \JaSA Za is a

direct sum of /Uc-summable sets ¡Z0:aGi} («o is an arbitrary ele-

ment of the index set A). This proves the theorem.

This theorem combined with Theorems 9.2 and 10.2 of [S], gives

the following results :

Corollary. If (X, A, p.) has the property (M) then the measure /*<•

is localizable or, equivalently, p. has the Radon-Nikodym property.
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